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Abstract— Tele-surgery has been more and more popular in robot-
assisted medical intervention. Most existing teleoperation architectures
for medical applications adopt 2-channel architectures. The 2-channel
architectures have been evaluated in literature and it is shown that some
architectures, e.g. position-force (P-F), are able to provide the surgeon
a reliable haptic sense of the working environment (transparency).
However, stability of these P-F architecture is still a considerable
concern especially when physiological disturbances exist in the remote
environment. P-PF architecture is proved to provide a convenient al-
ternative. With one more channel 3-channel teleoperation architectures
present promising options due to their augmented design flexibility.
This paper evaluates stability and transparency of general 3-channel
bilateral teleoperation control architectures and provides a design
framework guidelines to improve the architectures’ stability robustness
and optimize the transparency. Simulation evaluations are provided to
illustrate how the optimal 3-channel teleoperation architecture is chosen
for medical applications given their dedicated requirements.

Keywords : Bilateral Teleoperation, Haptic feedback, Three-channel
architectures, Telesurgery.

I. INTRODUCTION

Teleoperation, telemanipulation and telerobotics are used synony-
mously to refer to operating on remote environment via connected
Master-Slave Network (MSN). Teleoperation has been an active
theme of research during past few decades. Since the first trial
in nuclear field in mid 1940s, its applications have been extended
to explore space, deep ocean and many other not easily reachable
environments. The main motivation is to extend operator’s capacity
to manipulate in hazardous and/or unreachable environments while
reserving his/her dexterity, preciseness etc. at the same time [1].

Two main objectives for designing connected master-slave, also
called teleoperator, are stability and transparency [2]. Stability
of the closed loop teleoperator must be maintained irrespective
the behaviour of the operator and the environment. Likewise a
transparent system is massless and infinitely stiff [3] and achieves
the ideal kinesthetic coupling between master and slave robots. Ideal
coupling is realized when the position responses of the master Vm
and the slave Vs and the force responses of the master Fm and the
slave Fs are respectively identical regardless the operator’s and the
manipulated environment’s dynamics. In other words, to make the
impedance felt by the operator and that of the remote environment
identical [4].

4-channel control architecture, first proposed by Lawrence [5]
and extended by by Hashtrudi-Zaad et al. [6], can be used to
design a teleoperator and evaluate it’s transparency and stability.
The effects of local force feedback is evaluated in [7]. Teleoperation
control architectures’ stability is investigated using Llewellyn’s
absolute stability criteria [8], while it’s performance is evaluated
using “Zwidth” notion [9] [10]. Furthermore, induced time delay
problem inside a teleoperator is handled using passivity theory
through scattering approach [5] [11] for constant time delay, or
through wave variable technique [12]. Wave variable technique
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can be extended to handle variable time delays [13]. A global
transparency analysis of Extended Lawrence Architecture (ELA) is
provided in [14]. So far, most bilateral control architectures adopt
2-channel architectures P-P, P-F or 4-channel PF-PF architectures,
where “P” stands for “position” and “F” for “force”. The notation
A-B (A, B = P, F, PF) used above and hereafter refers A to the
signal(s) sent from the master toward the slave. Similarly, the
signal(s) fedback from the slave to the master is (are) referred
as B. These architectures together with the other two 2-channel
architectures F-P and F-F have been evaluated in terms of absolute
stability and performance in [6].

In the last decade, due to the advance of robot-assisted medical
intervention technology, teleoperation system has found its way
into surgical Operation Room (OR) [15]. Nowadays, more and
more minimally invasive surgeries (MIS) can be carried out with
teleoperated surgical robots, among which the most successful
representative is da Vinci system by Intuitive Surgery Inc. Never-
theless, da Vinci system does not provide the surgeon with haptic
feedback. Feeding back the interaction force between the slave
(surgical robot) and patient tissues under operation would improve
the performance and the success rate of teleoperated MIS [16].
For correct detection of tissue’s mechanical properties in MIS for
soft tissues during the procedure (transient mode), position/force
tracking and impedance matching are most required [17]. To this
end, many research works have been introduced to implement and
improve the performance of the 2-channel haptic architecture P-
F in tele-surgical framework [18] [19]. The effect of position and
force scaling on performance and stability during the teleoperation
on soft environments has been evaluated in [20].

Introducing the reflection force into a teleoperator will often
cause stability problem due to nonlinearity of the human operator
and the environment. This problem can interfere the realization of
haptic interface when disturbance induced in the remote environ-
ment is significant (e.g. beating heart tele-surgery case). Introducing
one more channel can enhance system stability as well as stabil-
ity/transparency trade-off [25] [26] [27] [28]. Sherman et al. [21]
confirmed this intuitive reasoning through experimental studies by
comparing 2-channel P-P, P-F and 3-channel P-PF architectures.

Despite its encouraging experimental implementation, deeper un-
derstanding about stability and performance of the P-PF architecture
is yet to be studied. And in literature, systematic analysis of the
stability and performance of 3-channel architectures remains an
open issue. Furthermore, for a given specific application scenario,
how to choose the suitable 3-channel architecture and tune the
system parameters to achieve the optimal trade-off between the
two main objectives have not been addressed to the best of the
authors’ knowledge. In this work, general analyses of performance
and stability robustness of impedance-impedance 3-channel archi-
tectures are carried out for the first time using Zwidth notion [8]
and Llewellyns criterion [9] respectively. A framework for each
architectures controller design is provided. As the design guidelines
change according to different application tasks, the analysis in
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this paper has been targeted for tele-surgery applications on soft-
tissue (relatively low frequencies, negligible time delay and low
impedances). Simulation studies are carried out to evaluate different
architectures and illustrate how an optimal 3-channel architecture
is chosen for the soft tissue tele-surgery application scenario.

II. BILATERAL TELEOPERATION ARCHITECTURES MODELLING

AND EVALUATION TOOLS

According to the available and exchanged signals between the
master and slave sites, 4 types of 3-channel architectures can be
distinguished: P-PF, F-PF, PF-P and PF-F. These architectures can
be deduced directly from Extended Lawrence Architecture (ELA)
[6] Fig.1 by removing one of the communication channels.

A. Teleoperator Modelling

A teleoperator can be modeled as two-port network that exchange
power variables as flow (velocity or current) and effort (force or
voltage) [29] [2]. At each port the operator (environment) exchanges
with the master (slave) the energy represented by force and position
information. Single degree of freedom of a teleoperator can be
modeled as a connection of cascade 2-port Linear Time Invariant
(LTI) (impedance/admittance) blocks [5].

The closed loop dynamics on the master and the slave sites for
general teleoperator with 4 communication time delayed channels,
as shown in Fig.1, can be expressed as follows:

(Zm +Cm)Vm = (1+C6)Fm−C4e−sTdVs−C2e−sTd Fs (1)

(Zs +Cs)Vs =−(1+C5)Fs +C1e−sTdVm +C3e−sTd Fm, (2)

where Zi =Mi.s, Ci =Bi+Ki/s and Zci = Zi+Ci, (i=m,s) represent
impedances and local position controllers of master and slave robot
respectively. C5 and C6 are the local force controller on the slave and
master robots respectively. Cn (n = 1 ∼ 4) are the communication
layers gains. The gains related to force information (i.e. C2, C3, C5
and C6) are scalar gains. Td represents induced time delay inside
communication layers.

Fig. 1. 4-channel Extended Lawrence Architecture(ELA) [6]

Let Y = P u be the immitance mapping between the input u
and the output Y [10], where the immitance matrix P can be the
impedance matrix Z, the admittance matrix Y, the hybrid matrix H
or the alternative hybrid matrix G, where:[

Fh
Fe

]
= Z

[
Vh
−Ve

] [
Vh
−Ve

]
= Y

[
Fh
Fe

]
(3)[

Fh
−Ve

]
=H

[
Vh
Fe

] [
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Fe

]
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[
Fh
−Ve

]
.

Hybrid modeling has been widely employed to represent tele-
operators. Based on ELA, H-matrix elements take the following

form:

H=

 ZcmZcs+C1C4e−2sTd

(1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd

C2Zcse−sTd−C4(1+C5)e−sTd

(1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd

−C3Zcme−sTd +C1(1+C6)e−sTd

(1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd

(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2sTd

(1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd


and its interpretation is:

H=

[
h11 h12
h21 h22

]
=

[
Zin

1
f orce scale

velocity scale Zout

]
. (4)

B. Stability

Passivity theory has been employed to design a stable teleoperator
[5]. According to passivity theorem, teleoperation system is passive
and stable if it is terminated by strictly passive operator and
environment dynamics. Using immittance mapping representation
Y = Pu, a 2-port network is passive if and only if its input and
output satisfy: ∫ t

0
Y T (τ)u(τ) dτ ≥ 0 ∀ t ≥ 0. (5)

Necessary and sufficient conditions for unconditional stability of
a LTI 2-port network are provided by Llewellyns absolute stability
conditions [6], [8] and [10]. A LTI two-port network is absolutely
stable if and only if:

R{p11} ≥ 0
R{p22} ≥ 0
ηp(ω) =−cos(6 p12 p21)+2R{p11}R{p22}

|p12 p21| ≥ 1,
(6)

where pi j,(i, j = 1,2) are the elements of the immitance matrix P.
R{χ} is the real part of any complex χ and cos(6 χ) =

R{χ}
|χ| .

The first two conditions imply the passivity of the master and
slave when there is no coupling between them i.e. when p12 = p21 =
0, while the third condition incorporates the effect of coupling.
Llewellyns criterion is valid for any immittance matrix, and the
value of the stability parameter is independent of the immittance
matrix employed, that is, ηz = ηy = ηh = ηg. Absolute stability
depends on the network parameters alone and is not subject to
operator or environment linearity. This characteristic will be used
to simplify the calculation of absolute stability criterion by using
the simplest matrix representing the structure under consideration.

C. Performance evaluation

The performance of two port network teleoperator can be de-
scribed in terms of transparency. Transparency is the match between
the environment impedance and the impedance transmitted to
the operator [5]. A teleoperator is said to be transparent when
the kinematic correspondence condition Vh = Ve, the impedance
matching condition Zto = Ze and Zte = Zh are valid all times for all
frequencies, where Zto is the impedance transmitted to the operator,
Ze the impedance of the remote environment, Zte the impedance
transmitted to the environment and Zh human operator impedance.
Considering 4h = h11h22−h12h21, Zte and Zto are defined as:

Zte =
Fh

Vh
=

h11 +Zh

4h+h22 Zh
, Zto =

Fe

Ve
=

h11 +4h . Ze

1+h22 Ze
. (7)

A perfect trancparency, called also optimized transparency, is
achieved when h11 = h22 = 0 and h12.h21 =−1 hold. Accordingly,
the communication layer gains in transparency optimized system
were defined as:

C1 = Zcs = Zs +Cs
C2 = (1+C6)
C3 = (1+C5)
C4 =−Zcm =−(Zm +Cm).

(8)
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Nevertheless, transparency optimized system is marginally ab-
solutely stable. To improve the architecture’s stability robustness,
perfect transparency has to be compromised [6]. The transparency
can also be expressed using the notion of Zwidth [9]. The impedance
transmitted to the operator Zto can be characterized by Ztomin
and Ztowidth. Ztomin represents the impedance transmitted to the
operator when the slave is in free space motion (Ze = 0), and
Ztowidth represents the dynamic range of impedances transmitted
to the operator when the environment impedance changes from
zero to infinity (Ze = ∞). System performance is optimized when
|Ztomin|→ 0, and |Ztowidth|→ ∞. From (7), Ztomin and Ztowidth can
be written as:

Ztomin = Zto | Ze=0 = h11 (9)

Ztowidth = Zto| Ze→∞
= − h12 h21 / h22. (10)

III. STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF 3-CHANNEL

ARCHITECTURES

Telesurgery employed P-P architecture at the very beginning. P-
P architecture is simple and accessible but non-transparent. Trans-
parency and haptic sense represent major concerns in telesurgery.
To perform a transparent teleoperation, two different types of
information need to be exchanged between the two remote sites.
Providing haptic sensation during telesurgical intervention improves
remarkably quality of the procedure. P-F architecture appears as a
promising alternative but also suffers the stability problem. The P-
PF architecture has been proved to have more fidelity in comparison
with P-P and P-F architectures. However, there is no analysis of this
architecture compared with other 3-channel architectures.

The target application of this study is haptic teleoperation on
soft tissues which are subject to motion disturbance (e.g. thoracic
telesurgery). The architecture’s stability has to be guaranteed for
a relatively wide range of frequencies where the physiological
motion disturbances include fast heart beating and relatively slow
respiration. To maximize transparency of teleoperation on soft
tissues, good performance values Ztomin and Ztowidth are expected.
Despite that, enough range of impedances Ztowidth that can be
reflected to the operator is necessary, to achieve |Ztomin|→ 0 is still
a priority in medical telesurgery context since most operations are
in contact with soft tissue or in free space.

3-channel architectures have been used in literature to perform
teleoperation [16] [25] [26] [27] [28]. Hereafter the analysis in
terms of stability and transparency of 3-channel architectures is
addressed. Moreover, a design framework after each analysis is
proposed to provide some useful guidelines to achieve the stability/-
transparency trade-off. This paper employs the typical conception of
the local position and force controllers Cm, Cs, C5 and C6 together
with comunication layers’ gains C1, C2, C3 and C4 where C2, C3,
C5, and C6 assumed to be scalar gains.

A. Position-Position Force Control Architecture (Flow forward,
Flow backward, Effort backward)

Position-position force (P-PF) architecture has already been used
in medical context [23]. It can be deduced from ELA by setting
direct effort forward gain to zero, i.e. C3 = 0. Sherman et al. [21]
showed through experiments that this architecture has better fidelity
over P-P and P-F architectures. Nevertheless, no explicit evaluation
of its stability and performance has been provided in literature.

Since ηh = ηz = ηg = ηy, the matrix that provides the simplest
representation, here impedance matrix Z, will be used to evaluate

the absolute stability of P-PF architecture:

z11 =
(1+C5)Zcm+C1C2e−2sTd

(1+C5)(1+C6)
z12 =

C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)
(1+C5)(1+C6)

e−sTd

z21 =
C1

(1+C5)
e−sTd z22 =

Zcs
(1+C5)

.
(11)

The positive realness of R{z11} and R{z22} implies the passivity
of the master and slave robots when they are not coupled, that is
when Ci = 0 (i = 1, ...,4). The passivity of the uncoupled master
(z11) and slave (z22) is guaranteed since Zcm and Zcs are passive.
Stability of coupled master-slave via P-PF teleoperation control
architecture can be evaluated through the third condition of (6) :

ηp.p f (ω) = η1p.p f (ω)+η2p.p f (ω)

= −cos(6 z12z21)+2
R{z11}R{z22}
|z12z21|

= −cos(6
C1

(1+C5)

C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)

(1+C5)(1+C6)
e−2ω jTd )

+2
R{ (1+C5)Zcm+C1C2e−2ω jTd

(1+C5)(1+C6)
}R{ Zcs

(1+C5)
}

| C1
(1+C5)

C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)
(1+C5)(1+C6)

e−2ω jTd |

= sgn(1+C6)[−cos(6 C1(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)) e−2ω jTd )+

2
R{(1+C5)Zcm +C1C2e−2ω jTd}R{Zcs}

|C1(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5))|
]≥ 1.

To avoid the effect of time delay on η1p.p f (ω), the architec-
ture’s absolute stability is guaranteed if η2p.p f (ω) ≥ 2 because
η1p.p f (ω) = −cos(6 χ) ∈ [−1,+1] for any complex χ . Moreover,
|e−2ω jTd |= 1 limits time delay effect only to the numerator of
η2p.p f . Thus, stability of time delayed P-PF is guaranteed when
the following condition holds:

R{Zcm} ≥ −
C2

(1+C5)
R{C1e−2ω jTd}+

sgn(1+C6)|C1|
(1+C5)R{Zcs}

|(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)|.
(12)

This equation shows clearly that master damping R{Zcm} has
a significant effect on the system’s stability and has to be greater
than a minimum amount regulated by (12). Time delay effect can be
studied through numerical analysis. For example, if C1 is designed
to take the form C1 = a+ b

s , then R{C1e−2ω jTd} ∈ [−a, a] when
ω� 10 rad/s can be approved through simulation. Otherwise, |C1|
has a dominant effect. In Operating Room (OR), time delay induced
in the telesurgical system is very small and hence negligible.
Therefore, the absolute stability condition can be simplified to:

ηp.p f (ω) = sgn(1+C6)[−cos(6 C1(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)))

+2
R{(1+C5)Zcm +C1C2}R{Zcs}
|C1(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5))|

]≥ 1. (13)

In this case, it should be noticed that η1p.p f (ω) =
−cos(6 T (ω j)), where T (ω j) is a transfer function that can be
assigned by the designer and written under the form T (s) = ats+
bt +

ct
s . This characteristic enables the designer to improve the

stability margin of the architecture using η1p.p f (ω) by assigning
suitable parameters to T (s). The architecture’s stability investigation
is performed using the condition η2p.p f (ω)≥ 2 and has:

R{Zcm} ≥ −C2R{C1}
(1+C5)

+
sgn(1+C6)|C1|
(1+C5)R{Zcs}

|C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)|.
(14)

Increasing the damping on the master/slave robots i.e R{Zcs},
R{Zcm} and/or decreasing |C1| especially R{C1} improve the
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architecture’s stability. Moreover, because |C1|
R{Zcs} |C2Zcs −C4(1+

C5)|≥ 0 for 0 < ω < ∞, designing −C2R{C1} and sgn(1 +C6)
in a way to have counteractive signs will improve the stability.
Because C2 is frequency independent, the stability robustness can be
enhanced by scaling down the slave-environment interaction force
before feedback it to the master with 0 ≤ C2 ≤ 1. Nevertheless,
this tuning has a counteractive effect on architecture’s transparency
where it reduces the range of impedances that can be reflected to
the teleoperator. The performance is analysed using (9) and(10):

Ztomin = h11 =
Zcm

(1+C6)
+ C1 C4e−2sTd

(1+C6)Zcs

Ztowidth =− h12 h21
h22

= C1e−2sTd

(1+C5)(1+C6)Zcs
[ZcsC2−C4(1+C5)].

(15)

Because Transparency evaluation is characterized by the study
of |Ztomin| and |Ztowidth| and considering |e−2ω jTd |= 1, the role
of time delay is reduced to only affect |Ztomin|. As it is already
mentioned, good performance can be achieved if |Ztomin|→ 0 and
|Ztowidth|→∞. |Ztomin|= 0 is achieved for non-delayed system when
C1 = Zcs and C4 = −Zcm. However, since mass in Zcm, and Zcs
can’t be zero, perfect transparency can’t be achieved and needs to
be compromised with absolute stability margin. This can be easily
seen by substituting these two conditions in the original stability
condition of non-delayed system. Indeed, using a, b in C1, C2 as
C1 = a.Zcs and C4 = −b.Zcm may help to obtain better trade-off
between stability and transparency. |Ztomin| can also be improved
by decreasing |C1| which will reduce the range of impedances that
can be reflected to the teleoperator |Ztowidth|. Increasing R{Zcs}
will improve simultaneously performance and absolute stability of
the architecture. Increasing (1+C6) has no effect on the stability
parameter, but it reduces |Ztomin| and at the same time the range
of the reflected impedances |Ztowidth|. Finally C2 can be used to
achieve the trade-off between |Ztowidth| and ηp.p f depending on
specific system setup without affecting |Ztomin|.

It can be seen that stability and performance analysis of 3-channel
architecture is much more complicated than 2-channel architectures.
Except few parameters whose roles are easy to identify, other
parameters need to be tuned carefully to achieve good trade-
off of absolute stability and performance depending on specific
application requirements and system setup.

B. Force-Position Force Control Architecture (F-PF) ( Effort for-
ward, Flow backward, Effort backward )

To the authors’ knowledge, this work is the first time for the
architecture F-PF to be analysed in terms of absolute stability and
transparency. This architecture can be deduced from ELA by setting
master coordinating force feedforward controller to zero, that is
C1 = 0. Stability is investigated depending on alternative hybrid
matrix G :

g11 =
(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2sTd

(1+C5)Zcm
g12 =−C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)

(1+C5)Zcm
e−sTd

g21 =
C3

(1+C5)
e−sTd g22 =

Zcs
(1+C5)

. (16)

First two conditions in Llewellyn’s criterions are guaranteed due
to the passivity of non-connected master and slave. Third condition
evaluates the stability of F-PF control architecture:

η f .p f (ω) = η1 f .p f (ω)+η2 f .p f (ω)

= −cos(6 g12g21)+2
R{g11}R{g22}
|g12g21|

= −cos(6 − C3

Zcm
(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5))e

−2ωTd j)

+ 2
R{(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2ωTd j}R{Zcs}

R{Zcm}
|Zcm| |C3||C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)|

]≥ 1.

Because η1 f .p f ∈ [−1,+1] and includes e−2ωTd j, the absolute
stability of the system can be guaranteed only when η2 f .p f ≥ 2. To
guarantee absolute stability, the following condition must hold:

R{Zcs} ≥
cos(6 Zcm)|C3|.|C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)|
R{(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2ωTd j}

. (17)

Since C2, C3, C5 and C6 are considered as scalar gains, The
role of time delay is obvious by inspecting the most critical case
of R{e−2ωTd j}= cos(2ωTd) ∈ [−1 1], and when: R{(1+C5)(1+
C6)−C2C3e−2ωTd j} = (1 +C5)(1 +C6)−C2C3R{e−2ωTd j} = 0.
This means that time delay may cause the system to lose absolute
stability for certain frequencies. When time delay is negligible
(Td = 0), absolute stability parameter takes the form:

η f .p f (ω) =−cos(6 − C3

Zcm
(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)))

+2
((1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3)R{Zcs}
R{Zcm}
|Zcm| |C3||C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)|

]≥ 1 .
(18)

The absolute stability criterion is reduced to:

R{Zcs}cos(6 Zcm)≥
|C3||C2Zcs−C4(1+C5)|
(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3

. (19)

Because R{Zcm} = Bm ≥ 0, − π

2 ≤ 6 Zcm ≤ π

2 holds and hence
cos(6 Zcm) =

R{Zcm}
|Zcm| ∈ [0,1]. Accordingly, Increasing Mm (for high

frequencies) and Km (for low frequencies) in the imaginary part of
Zcm and decreasing master damping Bm, so that cos(6 Zcm)→ 0,
and improves architecture’s stability. The formula (19) shows that
force controller gains C2, C3, C5 and C6 have a dominant role on
the stability of the architecture. This conclusion can be justified
easily because the two remote sites are exchanging basically force
signals in addition to the position information received from slave
side. However, optimized transparency architecture can’t be realized
because applying (1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3 → 0 implies extremely
high damping on slave robot. It is also worthy to note that increasing
the damping R{Zcs} on slave part and decreasing |Zcs| by reducing
its imaginary part improve the architecture’s stability.

Performance investigation is accomplished by applying the equa-
tions (9) and (10) on F-PF hybrid matrix to get:

Ztomin =
ZcmZcs

(1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd

Ztowidth =
(C2Zcs−C4(1+C5))C3Zcme−2sTd

((1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd )((1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2sTd )
.

(20)

The role of time delay is very complicated and needs numerical
analysis to evaluate its effect on a specific teleoperator. On the other
hand, it can be remarked that |Ztowidth|= T (ω)|Ztomin|. This means
that minimizing |Ztomin| will lead to reduced range of impedances
that can be reflected and the parameters need to be compromised.

Comparing (19) and (20) shows clearly the necessity of com-
promising the stability margin to improve the architecture’s perfor-
mance. |Ztomin| can be minimized by minimizing |ZcmZcs| and/or
increasing |(1 + C6)Zcs −C3C4e−2sTd |. The latter can be done
by increasing C6. Increasing the range of impedances that can
be reflected through the teleoperator demands to decrease force
controller gains C5 and C6. |Zcm| plays an important role to improve
and compromize |Ztowidth|.
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C. Position Force-Position Control Architecture (PF-P) (Flow for-
ward, Effort forward, Flow backward)

Hashtrudi-Zaad et al. discussed in [7] this architecture’s trans-
parency as a special case realized from optimized Extended
Lawrence Architecture (ELA) by applying C6 = −1, this requires
C2 to be zero. However, stability analysis of this architecture has
not been reported yet. Stability evaluation is performed based on
ELA using alternative hybrid matrix (G) by removing the direct
force feedforward from slave to master i.e. C2 = 0:

g11 =
(1+C6)

Zcm
g12 =

C4e−sTd

Zcm

g21 =
C3Zcm+C1(1+C6)

(1+C5)Zcm
e−sTd g22 =

ZcmZcs+C1C4e−2sTd

(1+C5)Zcm

(21)

First two conditions of Llewellyn’s stability criterions (6) hold
because non-coupled master and slave are passive. Teleoperator
stability is evaluated using 3rd condition of (6):

ηp f .p(ω) = η1p f .p(ω)+η2p f .p(ω)

=−cos(6 g12g21)+2
R{g11}R{g22}
|g12g21|

= sgn(1+C5)[−cos(6 C4
C3Zcm +C1(1+C6)

Z2
cm e2ω jTd

)

+2
(1+C6)

cos2(6 Zcm)

R{ZcmZcs +C1C4e−2ω jTd}
|C4||C3Zcm +C1(1+C6)|

≥ 1

The absolute stability is guaranteed when η2p f .p ≥ 2:

R{ZcmZcs} ≥ −R{C1C4e−2ω jTd} +

sgn(1+C5)

(1+C6)
cos2(6 Zcm)|C4||C3Zcm +C1(1+C6)|

(22)

Time delay effect on stability evaluation is reduced to
R{C1C4e−2ω jTd}. Significant effect of time delay can be handseled
by decreasing |C1C4| and especially |C4|. Condition (22) shows
that minimum amount of R{ZcmZcs} is necessary to guaranty the
stability. Moreover, it’s noted that 6 Zcm has a significant effect on
system’s stability. If a certain design of a teleoperator is imposed,
stability margin can be improved when 6 Zcm → ± π

2 . Because
two remote sites are exchanging basically position informations
supported by force information sent from master site toward slave
one, position feedforward gains C1, C4 and position controllers on
each site Cm, Cs has major effect to achieve a stable architecture and
to compromise stability robustness with architecture transparency.
However, decreasing C3 or increasing |1+C6| may also improve
the stability. Performance evaluation is carried out by applying (9)
and (10) on PF-P’s hybrid representation:

Ztomin = h11 =
ZcmZcs+C1C4e−2sTd

(1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd

Ztowidth =− h12h21
h22

=− C4
(1+C6)

C3Zcm+C1(1+C6)
(1+C6)Zcs−C3C4e−2sTd

e−2sTd .
(23)

Time delay affects clearly the performance of this architecture,
especially the minimum impedance reflected to the operator. Never-
theless, this effect can be reduced by decreasing |C4| mainly and/or
decreasing |C1|, |C3|. Examining performance parameters shows an
opposition between them and their assignment subjects to specific
application requirements.

In tele-surgery on soft tissues, low |Ztomine| and high sensitivity
are most demanded in a teleoperator. Therefore, after designing a
stable teleoperator, minimum reflected impedance characteristic is
first of all to be compromised and achieved. Then additional margin
can be used to improve impedance bandwidth. |Ztomine| can be
decreased by increasing |Zcs| and |C3| or decreasing |Zcm|, |C1| and

|C6|. On the other hand, bigger |Ztowith| needs increasing |Zcm|, |C1|
and |C3| and/or decreasing |Zcs| and |C6|. As consequence, bigger
|C3| and smaller |C6| are preferred to achieve better performance.

D. Position Force-Force Control Architecture (PF-F) ( Flow for-
ward, Effort forward, Effort backward )

To the authors’ knowledge, the analysis of PF-F in terms of sta-
bility and transparency has not yet been addressed in the literature.
To derive this architecture from Extended Lawrence Architecture,
coordinating force feedforward from slave to mater needs to be
removed by setting C4 to zero. Stability evaluation is performed by
applying Llewellyn’s criterions (6) on hybrid matrix (H):

h11 =
Zcm

(1+C6)
h12 =

C2
(1+C6)

e−sTd

h21 =−C3Zcm+C1(1+C6)
(1+C6)Zcs esTd

h22 =
(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2sTd

(1+C6)Zcs

(24)

Uncoupled master-slave passivity is guaranteed because Zcm
and Zcs are passive. (PF-F) teleoperator’s stability is evaluated
depending on the 3rd condition of Llewellyn’s criterions (6):

ηp f . f (ω) = η1p f . f (ω)+η2p f . f (ω)

=−cos(6 h12h21)+2
R{h11}R{h22}
|h12h21|

=−cos(6 − C2

Zcs
(C3Zcm +C1(1+C6))e

−2ω jTd )

+2
R{Zcm}R{(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2ω jTd}

cos(6 Zcs)|C2||C3Zcm +C1(1+C6)|
≥ 1.

To circumvent time delay effect inside η1p f . f , absolute stability
of the system can be guaranteed only when η2p f . f (ω) ≥ 2. To
realize a stable PF-F architecture for certain range of frequencies,
the following condition must hold:

R{Zcm} ≥
cos(6 Zcs)|C2||C3Zcm +C1(1+C6)|
(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3cos(−2ωTd)

(25)

To satisfy (25), small |C2| and cos(6 Zcs) are preferred. Mini-
mizing |C2| leads to reduce time delay effect and improve simul-
taneously architecture’s stability. However, condition (25) shows
clearly the necessity of minimum amount of damping on master
to guarantee system’s stability. Increasing local force controllers on
each sites and/or adjusting 6 Zcs in a way so that 6 Zcs→± π

2 will
also improve architecture’s stability. When time delay is negligible,
η1p f . f (ω) can be used to improve stability margin for certain range
of frequencies by adjusting the transfer function appeared inside the
cosine function. Following (9) and (10) gives:

Ztomin = h11 =
Zcm

(1+C6)

Ztowidth =− h12h21
h22

= C2
(1+C6)

C3Zcm+C1(1+C6)
(1+C5)(1+C6)−C2C3e−2sTd

e−2sTd .
(26)

|Ztomin| can be minimized by decreasing Im{Zcm} and thus |Zcm|
without affecting (25) or by increasing |C6|. Note that reducing
6 Zcm won’t affect system’s stability. Moreover, time delay doesn’t
affect |Ztomin|. On the other hand, increasing |Ztowidth| requires
decreasing C3, C5, C6 and/or increasing |C1|, C2 and |Zcm|. Again,
as trade-off, smaller |Zcm|, |C5| and bigger |C1|, C2 are preferred
for better transparency.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, two simulation studies are carried out to analyze
the performance and the absolute stability of different 3-channel
architectures and illustrate how an optimal 3-channel architecture
is selected according to the analysis and given application specifica-
tions to achieve a good trade-off between stability and transparency.
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Fig. 2. 1st Example: Absolute stability parameter (upper), Performance
parameters |Ztomin| (middle) and |Ztowidth| (lower).

Beating heart is a very challenging environment and its move-
ment frequency is up to 2 Hz. Thus, the motion disturbance
frequencies in thoracic telesurgery lie in the range 0 ∼ 2 Hz
(0 ∼ 12.6 rad/s) [31]. In this simulations, the target range of
frequencies for stable teleoperation is set to 20 rad/sec. Because soft
tissues has usually low impedances, |Ztomin|→ 0 is a more important
characteristic to consider for transparency. However, enough range
of Ztowidth still has to guaranteed. Teleoperator sensitivity as another
measurement for soft tissue MIS is beyond the scope of this paper
and hence is not discussed.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF TELEOPERATOR’S CONTROLLER GAINS

1st Simulation 2nd Simulation
Zm = 0.7s & Zs = 50s

Local
Controllers

Cm 50+ 630
s 30+ 850

s
Cs 800+ 40000

s 1100+ 50000
s

C5 0 0.7
C6 0 0.7

Commu-
nication
Layer

C1 800+ 40000
s 5500+ 50000

s
C2 1 1
C3 1 1
C4 −(50+ 630

s ) −(30+ 850
s )

Time delay Td 0 ms 20 ms

A specific teleoperator has been used in both of these simulations
with two different sets of bilateral controllers. The master and
the slave were modeled as impedance instruments. Operator-master
and slave-environment interaction forces are communicated with
no scaling. In practice, the acceleration measurements are noisy
and not always available, so they are neglected. Therefore, the
communication channels C1 and C4, of the optimized transparency
architecture, take the form C1 = Cs and C4 = −Cm rather than
C1 = Zcs and C4 = −Zcm. Simulation parameters are shown in
TableI. Simulation results are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. Except
different controller gains used, 20 ms time delay is introduced in

Fig. 3. 2st Example: Absolute stability parameter (upper), Performance
parameters |Ztomin| (middle) and |Ztowidth| (lower).

the 2nd simulation.
The upper part of each figure introduces the absolute stability

parameter η . An architecture is said to be absolutely stable when
η ≥ 1 as in (6). In fact, each architecture can be tuned to be
absolutely stable for certain range of frequencies but then the
architecture’s performance will degrade. The middle part of each
figure shows the minimum impedance that can be felt through
the teleoperator i.e. when Ze = 0. |Ztomin| as a performance mea-
surement has to be very small and its value depends on target
application. The lower part provides the range of impedances that
can be reflected through the teleoperator. This range is expected be
as wide as possible to enable the teleoperator to reflect a big variety
of environments.

The first simulation is performed based on optimized trans-
parency architectures without time delay mimicking the case as
in OR. The teleoperator’s controllers can be tuned to guaranty
the architectures’ stability in the target range of frequencies (as
indicated by the dark region). The middle part of Fig.2 shows
that low |Ztomin| can be achieved by P-PF and PF-P architectures
while F-PF and PF-F give poor performance. In the lower figure
PF-P and F-PF are not shown since they possess high enough
|Ztowidth| over large range of frequencies. P-PF architecture is
shown to have enough reflected impedance range. Comparatively,
PF-P architecture offers very low |Ztowidth|. This simulation study
shows that P-PF architecture presents the optimal choice for our
targeted application. In fact, this conclusion won’t be changed
using different control parameters. Fig.3 shows a non-optimized
transparency case with time delay. The above discussions and
conclusions are shown to still stand valid. Hence, P-PF presents the
most suitable architecture for our application (soft tissues MIS).

Nevertheless, it can be noticed that if |Ztomin|→ a instead of
|Ztomin|→ 0 is expected (e.g. applications that use hydraulic teleop-
erator) where a is a small enough impedance, then PF-F architecture
(black line) may be the suitable option. In fact PF-F architecture is
more suitable for heavy environment and big impedances. Actually,
P-PF and PF-F architecture are based on P-F architecture (which
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mimics the ideal teleoperator) supported by position information
from slave side in P-PF and by force information from master side
in PF-F. The additional information channel provides more freedom
to achieve stability/transparency trade-off, which again justify the
use of 3-channel architectures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a general evaluation procedure for 3-channel
architecture is established based on Llewellyns absolute stability
criterions and Zwidth notion for transparency. All possible 3-channel
architectures have been evaluated using these tools in an uniformed
manner and design guidelines are provided after each evaluation
considering the specific concerns of medical applications. Simu-
lation studies have been carried out to evaluate the stability and
performance of each 3-channel architecture. The P-PF architecture
is recommended based on analysis of simulation evaluation results.
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